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Inspection Summary

I Inspection on February 14 through March 11, 1985 (Reports No. 50-373/85-07

(ORP): 50-374/85-07(DRP))-
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection conducted by. residenti

inspectors of licensee actions on previous inspection findings; operational
safety; unit, trips; Confirmatory Action Letter; surveillance; maintenance;'

'

,

! Licensee Event Reports Followups; sustained control room and plant observation;
unit shutdown;' regional / site observation; and Regualtory Improvement Program.

.The inspection involved a total of 322 inspector-hours onsite by six NRC
,

inspectors' including 62 hours onsite during off-shifts.- "

; Results: No. items of noncompliance'or deviations were-identified during this
1 inspection.
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DETAILS

'1. Persons-Contacted ;
' ~

*G.|J.-Diederich, Superintendent,-:LaSalle Station )
.

L*R.s D.' Bishop, Administrative and Support Services Assistant" '

i- . Superintendent-

![
L*R.:M.tJeisy,-Quality Assurance Supervisor-
*C. E. Sargent; Operating Assistant Superintendent-

.The inspectors also talked with and interviewed members of the
' operations,{ maintenance, health physics,-and instrument and controlo

sectionsi,

.Debotes~persoNelattendingexitinterviewheldonMarch 11, 1985.*p
.

: -
.

2. Licensee Action'on Previous Inspection Findings'

'(CloseN)Open' Item (374/84-33-01(DRP)): In response.to LER 374/84-55,;

j . Ceco completed modification M-1-2-84-150 which involved tack welding a ;

j skirt to the disc assembly of the RHR full flow test valve.
j.

! (Closed) Open Item.(373/84-02-18(DRP)): The licensee committed to report
; the results of the drywell inspections to the NRC. The licensee con-
| ducted the three and nine month inspections and reported the.results to

the NRC through letters dated March 26,.1984 and October 29, 1984. The
results of the inspections.showed that the corrective actions to the' '

: drywell HVAC systems have apparently been effective 'and at this time, no
I further heat damage is indicated to snubbers or safety related cables.
;; '

; -(Closed) Noncompliance (373/84-14-02(DRP)): During performance of
surveillance LIS-NB-03, the mechanic. failed to adhere to the procedure's
precautions and operated switch LIS-1821-NO36B while the ATWS control

7
switch was aligned in " Test" to perform testing of switch LIS-1821-NO36C,

; resulting in the trip from fast speed operation of the reactor recircula-
i tion pump 18. The licensee conducted training for the Instrumentation

,

; Department on the'importance of procedure-adherence .and provided instruc-
| ,tions that two copies of each' surveillance' procedure will be provided to

'n personnel performing surveillances. One copy is to be provided to the
~ control' room to ensure that operations will be aware of.the impact of the

surveillance'and to, prevent future' trips..

(Closed) Open Item (374/84-05-01(DRP)): Improper jumper configuration of
a newly installed Riley Temperature Indicating Switch (TIS) which resulted

C in an inadvertent Group 6' isolation of the RHR. System on Unit 2 on
1- March 8,'1984. General Electric (GC) conducted an inspection of all

-

* on-site. spare Riley TIS modules for units with jumper configurations as ;

ambient temperature indicators instead of differentia? temperature units.
|- Two' additional TIS's were found by GE that also had an improper' jumper

] configuration and was corrected. -To prevent future confusion, GE has-
assigned a g'eneric' purchase parts Drawing Number (PPD) for Riley TIS and;

j separate parts numbers for the TIS types ambient temperature and
,

i differential temperature Riley TIS's. -L

w 2' ,;
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- (Closed) OpenIItem (374/84-02-03(DRP)): '-The licensee w's to complete '
a

the-corrective-actionsycommitted to in LER'374/84-009 to preventx-

- - recurrence' cf an , inadvertent | vessel level ' drop while in shutdown
~

cooling. The| inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions and
noted that the commitments for training and procedure changes have been
completed.

' (Closed) Open Item.(373/84-02-02(DRP)): Implement a procedure
prescribing proper personnel: contamination detection techniques and
individual nctions when particulate contamination is discovered. The
. inspector reviewed procedure LRP-1480-4 Revision 0, dated March 21,
1984.and found that it did provide adequate instructions to perform.

: personnel contamination. detection and to notify Rad / Chem of any contam-
ination.

(Closed) Open-Item (373/84-02-20(DRP)): Install additional room heaters
,

to Diesel. Generators 0, lA, 2A and 1B rooms to maintain room temperatures
within Technical Specifications. CECO installed additional station ;

heaters to Diesel Generator rooms per modifications M 1-2-82-015 and '

M 1-0-82-009 and room temperatures have been maintained within Technical
Specifications since completion of the modifications in August 1984.

(Closed) Open Item (374/84-13-01(DRP)): Ceco to provide working location
and posting instructions for adding lube oil to the 2B Diesel Generator
while in service. CECO has installed an engraved sign which instructs '

lube oil addition to be made at the addition port on the lube oil
strainer assembly while the diesel is in service.

(Closed) Open Item (373/84-14-03; 374/84-18-03(DRP)): Revise-surveill-
ance' procedure LTS-1000-9 to verify the automatic' initiation of the

,

master mechanical / electrical valve (OC0003) for the CO2 Fire Suppression
System. The inspector reviewed and verified that surveillance procedure :

LTS-1000-9, Revision 2, "C02 System Functional and Flow Test", step F.8
tests the automatic initiation of the master valve (OC0003).

(Closed) Open Item (373/83-53-08(DRP)): Licensee to perform an evalua-
tion of the potential impact of modifications performed under Field
Design Deficiency Reports (FDDRs) and the appropriate mechanise to |
correct affected procedures. The inspector reviewed the revised

,

procedure LAP-1300-2, Revision 15. " Plant Modifications", and determined !

that as part of-the evaluation of a modification, the responsible
engineer.(SNED) will evaluate the impact on existing systems (step F.10.c) '

.

and revise'siteLprocedures, as appropriate, and recommends which pro-- ;

cedures should be in' place prior to declaring the modification operational'

(step F.10.h). .
,

' (Closed) Open Item (373/83-49-04(DRP)): Replace closure devices on' r

. vital area doors to prevent failure to close and latch during ventilation |
configurations. . Ceco replaced the closure devices and the inspector i

verified that there has not been recurrences of vital area doors failing. ,

to latch during various ventilation configuration since July 1984. !

- i
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(Closed) Noncompliances (373/84-03-02; 374/84-02-04(DRP)): Procedures
LIS-RT-101 and LIS-RT-201 did not require the correct Technical
Specification values of less than or equal to 87.5 gpm for Reactor Water
LCleanup differential flow of isolation. The procedures were revised to
prescribe the high differential flow isolation value less than or equal
to 87.5 gpm. In addition, the licensee reviewed other Sargent and Lundy
instrument data sheets for other design informatior errors and determined
that this was an isolated case and not a generic concern.

(Closed) Open Item (373/84-03-04(DRP)): Replace cracked "0" rings for
self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) and perform inspection of all
SCBA cylinders. .The inspector reviewed the inspection records performed
by Industrial Fire Equipment Company.Inc. for 170 SCBA cylinders and the
documentation for replacement of all "0" rings.

(Closed) Open Items (373/83-17-02; 374/83-16-01(DRP)): Analyze organic
contaminants in Units 1 and 2 condensate. The licensee detennined that4

the contaminants were 1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane, 1,1,1-,

trichloroethane and methylene chloride from the station laundry systems.
The condensate systems were drained to the suppression pools, cleaned
and refilled with clean organic free water. The suppression pools were
mixed and heated to 105 degrees F and air sparged to remove the organic
contaminants until the contaminant concentration was less than detectable.
The laundry drain sample tank is now continuously recirculated to remove
organic contaminants and the water is not processed through radwaste,

j In addition, the station is aampling and analyzing water which may be
stored in the cycled condensate storage tank for organic contaminants.
These actions are considered adequate and the inspector has no further
Concerns.

(Closed) Open Item (374/84-07-02(DRP)): Correct deficiencies in
electrical ' drawings and labeling of pumps and breakers. The inspector,

' verified that the following electrical drawings were corrected for
identified deficiencies in labeling of pumps and breakers:

IE-2-4000M Revision D
IE-2-4000N Revision J
IE-2-4000Q Revision C
IE-2-4000R Revision F
IE-2-4000S Revision C
IE-2-4000T Revision C
IE-2-4000U Revision C
IE-2-4000V. Revision D
IE-2-4000BX Revision E
IE-2-4000CD Revision M
IE-2-4000CG Revision G
IE-2-4000CJ Revision S
IE-2-4000CN Revision P
IE-2-4000CP Revision T
IE-2-4000CQ Revision R
IE-2-4000CT Revision S
IE-2-4000CZ Revision T
IE-2-40000U Revision G

,

4
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(Closed) Open. Item (374/84-18-06(DRP)): Ther11censee was to complete
-the corrective actions identified in LER 374/84-24, including developing
a surveillance program for the Reactor Core ~ Isolation Cooling System
control:and instrument power DC to AC power inverters. The inspector

'

.noted that the' inverters have been added to the surveillance testing
program and has no further concern in this area at this; time.,

i,

..(Closed) Open Item (374/84-18-05(DRP)): .The licensee was to complete !;
1 actions committed in LER 374/84-017 for a' valving error in a feedwater '

j- line'that resulted in a reactor' scram. The inspector noted that thet

! required training of operating personnel has been completed.
!'
" ~(Closed) Open Item (373/84-05-05(DRP)): The licensee was to provide

remedial action to prevent recurrence of a surveillance of ADS timers,
.LES-NB-103; that had gone beyond_its critical date. The inspector,

| reviewed a memo: issued by the licensee on.May 25, 1984 reemphasizing
the need to properly track and adhere to critical surveillance dates.*

TheLinspector has no further concern in this area at this time.

(Closed)' Noncompliance-(374/84-13-02 (DRP)):, The licensee was to
;i provide corrective action to prevent recurrence of two exanples of

,

failure of operators to follow procedures. The licensee has revised ,

j the master start-up checklist LGP-1-S1 and performed additional operator
1 training to emphasize the need for good shift relief communications and '

{ adherence to procedures. The inspector has no further concern.in this
j area at this time.
1

(0 pen) Open Item (373/84-02-05(CRP)): The licensee was to install heat
tracing for the stack radiation monitor sampling line.' .The inspector
noted that temporary. heat tracing-has been installed but that procedure,

,I LES-GM-116 for periodic' surveillance testing for the operability of the
. heat tracing has not been issued and the modification package for
j permanent heat tracing (M-1-0-84-005)' is still.in development. j

~

l'
i (0 pen) Open Item (373/83-01-03; 374/83-01-01(DRPP): .The licensee was to
|- develop' fuel handling and refueling procedures. The inspector reviewed
j the licensee's procedures for fuel handling and refueling and noted that i

! the procedures appear to be cosplete with the exception of the issue of
'

procedure LMP-N8-11 for vessel head removal.

1 No other deviations or noncompliances were identified.
<

' 3. Operational Safety Verification <

1

The inspector observed control room operations, reviewed applicable logs
j and conducted discussions with control room operators during the

inspection period. The inspector verified the operability of selected4

.
. emergency systems, reviewed tagout records and verified proper return to
service of affected components. Tours of Units 1 and 2 reactor buildings-i

] and turbine buildings were conducted to observe plant equipment conditions,
1

i including potential fire hazards, fluid leaks,'and excessive vibrations L

and to. verify that maintenance requests had been initiated for equipment,

i
~

j

;

5'

'
:
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in need of maintenance. The inspector by observation and direct
interview verified that the physical security plan was being implemented
in accordance with the station security ' plan.

The inspector observed plant housekeeping / cleanliness conditions and
verified implementation of radiation protection controls.

During the month of February 1985, the inspector walked down the
accessible portions of the following systems to verify operability:

Unit 1 & 2 Standby Liquid Control System
Control Room Ventilation System*

Unit 1 & 2 Standby Gas Treatment System
Unit 1 & 2 High Pressure Core Spray
Unit 2 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Systema

Unit 2 Low Pressure Core Spray System
Unit 1 & 2 Emergency Diesel Generatort
Unit 2 Control Rod Drive Support Structure

The licensee declared an Unusual Event for Unit 2 at 10:30 a.m. (CST) on,

February 15, 1985 due to Technical Specification 3.1.3.5; two control
rod scram accumulators were declared inoperable. The licensee was in
an Action Statement to insert the two affected rods or enter the Unusual
Event and be in hot shutdown within 12 hours. The Unusual Event was
declared while the Nuclear Engineer was evaluating required power reduc-
tions and rod pattern changes. In parallel, the licensee was recharging
one accumulator and attempting to recalibrate the low pressure alarm
switch on the second accumulator. One accumulator was recharged and the
Unusual Event terminated at 11:33 a.m.. This accumulator low pressure
switch alarmed again at 12:40 p.m. due to a leaky charging fitting and
the licensee re-entered the Unusual Event. The leak was repaired and
the accumulator recharged by 1:20 p.m. , but the licensee elected to
remain in the Unusual Event status until the second accumulator pressure.
switch was calibrated at 1:54 p.m.. The unit remained near 94% power
during the event. Both accumulators were maintained above 900 psig
except during the recharging operations.

Another Unusual Event was declared on February 26, 1985 under similar
circumstances. The licenseets investigation found that the accumulator
pressure switches that gave the accumulator trouble alarm in the control
room had drifted below the setpoint required by Technical Specifications.
The licensee immediately began an hourly visual verification of scram
accumulator pressures on both units and commenced a 100% recalibration
program for the pressure switches on all control rod scram accumulators.
The licensee subsequently spot checked ten accumulator pressure switches
on Unit 1 to ascertain'whether a potential generic problem existed.
Seven of the ten switches sampled were found to be below the setpoint
allowed by Technical Specifications. Accordingly, the licensee performed
a 100% recalibration of the Unit 1 pressure switches. In summary,
approximately 99% of the 370 pressure switches checked had drifted below
Technical Specification limits in periods as short as four months. The ,

average drift was approximately 30 to 50 psig low with a maximum drift of

6
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up to)230 psig low. .The licensee ~ continues'to monitor accumulator |
. pressures once por shitt and has requested the vendor, Delaval-Barksdale, i

to investigate -the cause .of the drift. The switches are Barksdale
BIT-GH32SS. The inspector is' monitoring the licensee's corrective action
which is to include a proposed change to the Technical-Specifications
required setpoint of.the switches from 940 plus 30 minus O psig to 940
psig minimum to allow-setting the switches at a higher pressure to
compensate:for the drift. In addition, the licensee is evaluating the
frequency of. required surveillance testing of the switches. Additional
long term corrective action will depend on the results of the veador
investigation a~s .the cause'of'the drif t and will be tracked as Open Items

3
(373/85-07-01;~374/85-07-01(DRP)). '

No other dekiations or items of noncompliance were-identified.

4. Unit Trips

On March 3, 1985 at approximately 5:00 p.m. (CST), Unit 1 scrammed due
to a turbine trip. -All systems functioned as expected. Three (3) safety ,

relief valves lifted to control pressure. No other ESF systems actuated
as expected. The turbine trip was due to'a major fault in one of the j

. offsite power supplies which caused the opening of four breakers in the '

site ring bus which isolated the generator from offsite. Total loss of
~

-offsite power to the unit was avoided by a single feed to the auxiliary
. transformer from Unit 1. Unit 2 power was not affected and could have ;

provided power to the emergency buses on Unit 1 if offsite power would
-have been lost. The licensae returned the unit to service on March =5, r

1985 after verifying adequacy of secondary containment using Standby' Gas '

Treatment System (SBGT). Secondary containment indicated >1ess than .25
inch of water differential pressure when the S8GT system was used to
maintain ventilation for the mainsteam line tunnel to prevent isolation
on high temperature or differential temperature. The low differential i

pressure indication in the control room was attributed to high external
winds. The unit was returned to cold shutdown after. reaching criticality
on March 4, 1985 and.a surveillance was satisfactorily performed on the
secondary containment before returning the unit to service on March 5,
1985. !

No other deviations or noncompliances were identified in this area.
,

5. Confirmatory Action Letters (CAL)
F

On February 18, 1995, the licensee identified a mispositioned valve on I

the air start' system for the Unit i diesel generator and on February 19,
~

1985, the licensee identified's mispositioned breaker'on a Unit 2 safety
bus. Also, the licensee reported on February 18 that -three (3) .addi-

' tional valves were found out of position in non-safety related systems
on February 15,"1-6 and 17. The inspectors followed up on these events
until a regional. inspector came to the site to inspect and follow the
licensee's action concerning the occurrence. The results of this

,

inspection will be documented in Inspection Report'373/85- and 374/85- t
.

As a. result of this inspection, a Confirmatory ~ Action Letter was issued

,
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:on February 20, 1985 to'the site confirming the actions the ifcensee had
. agreed to take. . 'These actions were as follows:

|~ a. Walkdown and verify the correct positioning of all manual valves

L and electrical lineups for_the Unit 1 and 2 Diesel Generators and

(' re perform this verification on a daily basis.-(373/84-07-02;

374/84-07-02(DRP)).
F

(- b.- Complete a walkdown and verify the locked valve checklists, for
~

L the Engineered Safety Feature System (ESF) excluding those valves
j located in high radiation areas, for both units and then on a weekly

basis ~thereafter. (373/84-07-03; 374/84-07-03(DRP)).

! 'c._ In addition to security guard patrol of,the Reactor and Auxiliary-

L Buildings, increase the number of patrols by security officers to
l double the frequency of surveillance in the Auxiliary Buildings and
! Diesel Generator rooms'so that the random patrols will be completed-

at least once each hour. (373/84-07-04; 374/84-07-04(DRP)). i

d. .All operating shifts will be informed of the recent events,
reemphasizing reviews for proper system lineups during valve / breaker

.
'

manipulations and under off-normal alarm conditions. (373/84-07-05;
374/84-07-05(DRP)).

e. Any findings with respect to these acticns shall be reported to the
NRC Region III office immediately. (373/84-07-06; 374/84-07-06(DRP)).

The actions described above remained in effect until Region III reviewed
the licensee evaluation submitted on March 6, 1985 from C. Reed to '

Mr. J. G. Keppler . The licensee was then notified on March 11, 1985
~

,

that-the CAL was considered complete with the exc'eption of item b which
will continue:untti,the licensee has replaced the locks. It was agreed
that the frequency of these particular checks may be reduced to once

,

every two weeks.
|

| No other deviations or noncompliances were identified in this area.
|
| 6. Monthly Surveillance Observation

The inspector observed portions of the 28 diesel generator preventive ;

maintenance surveillance performed in accordance with procedures
LES-DG-101 and.LMS-DG-01 including replacement of the motor for the lube i
oil circulating pump (w/r 46869) and' portions of the mechanical main -
.tenance (w/r 46738). The inspector verified the use of technically
adequate procedures, appropriate quality control inspection hold points, i

~

conformance to Technical Specifications, and that calibration frequency
was met for testing devices utilized as a standard.

The inspector observed calibration of'the Reactor Coolant Conductivity
Monitor for the discharge of the Reactor Water Cleanup System domineral-

1

izer 1C in accordance with procodure' LIP-kt-03. The inspector noted-
that this calibration was accomplished subsequent to repair of the

,

8
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conductivity recorder in-the process sampling panel IPL14J (Wo'*k Request,

43333). The , inspector also . observed calibration of. the hydraulic control '

unit, scram accumulator pressure switch, water level switch, anil pressure
gauge for control rod 34-27 on Unit-2 (3rocedure LIS-RD-202). The

~
:

inspector verified conformance with Technical Specifications, proper
adherence _to radiological controls, the use of technically adequate
procedures, and that calibration frequency was met for instrument testing
devices utilized,as a standard.

No other deviations or items of noncompliance were identified.

7.. ! Monthly Maintenance Observation

-The inspector observed the installation of repaired Rod Position
Indication System probes for control rods 22-27 and 46-11 (Work Requests
41003 and 42604). The inspector verifiei conformance with Tech 11 cal
Specifications, proper adherence to radiological controls, the use of i

technically adequate procedures, and correct rod position indication t

(full-in) following the installation. In addition, the inspector i

monitored the installation of_ environmentally qualified pressurn switches
in safety related areas, procedure LIP-GH-941. The inspector reviewed *

-the modification package, M-1-1-84-054, Work Request 31873, rev6ewed the
calibration data for and observed hydrostatic testing of switch
1E32N051J the low pressure interlock switch _ for the Mainsteam Isolation '

Valve Leakage Control System. The inspector verified the use of
technically adequate procedures, proper adherence to radiologicti con-
trols, adequate quality control inspection hold points, that calibration
frequency was met for instrument testing devices utilized as a standard, L

and that the_ replacement switch was properly returned to service. i

No deviations or items of noncompliance were identified.

8. Licensee Event Reports Followup

Through direct observations, discussions with licensee personnel, and
review of records, the following ' Licensee Event Reports (LERs) were
reviewed to detersiine that reportability requirements were fulfi'lled. |
immediate corrective action was accomplished, and corrective acticn to !

prevent recurrencu had been accomplished in accordance with Technical i
Specifications. >

e

374/84-089-00 Reactor Water Cleanup High Differentia 1'Flou Isolation. !
While cooling down to cold shutdown,_the RWCU system isolated twice but
no actual leakage was found during the irspections.

373/84-088-00 Pctential Thermal Overstress. Overstress of a segment of
the Primary Conttineent Vent and Purge System. Cygna Company and Sargent
and Lundy (A/E) analyses showed that the piping had been designed for
even the most severe post-LOCA thermal conditions.

;
,

i f
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374/84-086-00 Inoperable' Safety-Related' Strut on Containment Boundary.
-Piping. 'The licensee's extensive investigation was unable to determine
why the. strut _had been dismantled. The strut was repaired and a sampling
of others was done;'none of which were found to be degraded. j

- |

374/84-093-00 Spurious Reactor Water Cleanup Differential Flow Isolation |
~

I'During Unit Startup. jThe isolation was due to flow perturbations
combined with water temperature, pressure and density differences between -

actual startup. operations and instrument calibrations. No leaks were
,

: found.

373/85-001-00 Rx Vessel Hi. Level HPCS Injection Valve Closure Switchesj>-
(Out of_ Calibration). During the performance of a surveillance, both
level switches were found to be out of calibration in the non-conservative,

j direction apparently from instrument drift. The switches were operable
' but the HPCS injection valve would have closed at a level.approximately
i one inch higher than required. The' switches were recalibrated and a-
l' modification has been initiated to have these switches replaced.

) 374/84-087-00 High Suppression Pool Level. High water level' in the
suppression pool causes an : automatic suction valve transfer from the

,

? cycled condensate tank to-the suppression pool. The level was lowered t

I and the normal valve lineup was restored. The high level alarm comes '

in at the'same time as-the transfer.2

,

i . .

! 373/84-092-00 Unsecured High Radiation Area. .A door to a temporary high
! radiation area was found closed, but not secured. Upon disccvery, the

door was manned until it was modified to prevent' entry withuut the use of
~

'

;: a card reader. Rad / Chem foremen were reminded of their responsibilities
! and a new procedure, "High Radiation Area Surveillance", was issued.

I 373/84-087-00- Suppression Pool High Level. The HPCS suction valves t

transferred from the normal source of water, the cycled condensate tank,

i to the suppression pool on high level. The level was lowered and the
{ normal valve lineup was restored. i

.

i

[ 374/84-090-00 Vacuum Breaker Cycling. Drywell pressure was lowered due
to the running of the primary containment chillers and the vent and purge:

j system. The vacuum breaker operated as designed to equalize pressure.
,

J
. :

; 374/84-088-00 Vacuum Breaker: A Cycled. Pressure inside the suppression
j: pool increased while running a hydrogen recombiner for a modification

~

test.- The vacuum breaker' cycled as designed to equalize pres'sure between r

j the drywell and the suppression pool.
;

j !

j 374/84-092-00 Vacuum Breaker Venting Due to P.C. Chiller Trip. The "A" ;

primary containment chiller tripped and shortly thereafter the "Bd
i chiller was started. During. cooling, the containment pressure decreased i

j to the point where the breaker opened to equalize pressure between the
i drywell and suppression pool.

*

; ,

I

:
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373/85-002-00 Reactor Scram-Low-Level. This scram was addressed in, m

L Inspection. Report 373/84-33 and 374/84-40, paragraph 5.

[ 374/84-091-00 Vacuum Breaker Cycling Due to-Change in Suppression Pool
Level. The' increased water level compressed the air in the upper portion

:of the suppression pool causing the vacuum breaker to open.
.

373/85-003-00 Spurious Reactor Water Cleanup Differential Flow Isolation.

During Unit Startup. During a startup, the RWCU system isolated due to
! flow perturbations, temperature, pressure and density differences between
; -actual conditions and instrument calibrations. No leaks were found.

374/85-001-00 HPCS Suction Valves Swapped. The. suction valves transferred
from the cycled condensate tank to the suppression pool on high level..

; - The level was lowered and the normal-valve lineup was restored.
:

: 373/84-089-00 "B" VC/VE Ventilation Ammonia Detector Trip. Ammonia
' detectors are being tracked under Open Item 373/84-14-05(DRP).

I 374/85-004-00 GSEP Alert - Unit 2 Plant Shutdown Required by Technical
; ' Specifications.
'

373/84-051-02 Unit 1 SRV's Lifting. Solenoid on a safety relief valve
lifted and reseated due to a ground. This revision was-issued to change-

the cause code from "other" to " design, manufacturer". This event is-
documented in IR 373/84-23.

;

373/85-006-00 LIB-NB-104 Exceeded Time Clock. Surveillance exceeding
i time clock. : Calibration of a level switch exceeded the LCO time clock of
'

two hours by twenty six minutes. This type of' switch'is being replaced
! by an environmental qualified switch which is easier to calibrato. This

is considered an isolated event.

373/85-007-00 Control Room HVAC Chlorine Detector Spurious Trip

| 374/85-005-00 2WR040. Tripped Closed. Reactor building closed ccoling
j water' outlet outboard isolation valve 2WR040 closed.

374/84-085-00 Scram from High Vibration-Turbine Trip., Scram due to
a turbine trip-as'a result of high^ vibration. 'The turbine trip was due,

. to a vibration trip signal because of a bad circuit board connection in
the Turbine Supervisory System. Two individuals had clnsed the cabineti

'

for the Turbine' Supervisory System when the unit tripped on high
.

vibration. .

f-
.

Failure of' RCIC.Hi Temperature Isolation Switch. Setpoint
i

: 374/84-084-00
, on switch could not be adjusted properly. The Riley temperature switch

I was replaced'and calibrated properly.
,,

i -373/84-056-00 Reactor Scram on Group I Isolation. An Instrument.
; . Mechanic bumped a pressure switch which caused the isolation. See

Inspection Report 373/84-26 for the scram event.
'

i
f'
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, ' chlorine detector had been installed and' licensee evaluated this trip

- 373/84-068: SpuriousiTrip of Cont,rol Room Chlorine Detector. New
.

B -

i . ; to be most;likely.due to the break-in time needed on the new detector.
[ 373/85-009-00'' Missed Tech Spec. Instrument Surveillances. This event:

t is addressed'in Inspection Report 373/84-33.
!-

374/85-006-00 HPCS Suction ~ Valve Swap. -High Pressure Core Spray suction-

;va ve' swap from Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to suppression pool. Thel

swap was due to high level 11n the suppression pool due to some small'
'

] - valve' leakage.: - The' pool was pumped down and system returned to CST.
.

373/85-010-00 "B" VC/VE Train "A" Ammonia Detector Actuation. Cold
r ,

; ' weather and. snow caused the detectors to become cold and' spuriously 1

| activate.

: 373/84-091-00 '"B" VC/VE Ventilation Train Ammonia Detector Trip. Based

:
~

'upon the. inspector's concern:of inadequacy of the LER content, a revision4- -

'

will-be issued by the licensee. The-content is to justify the reporting

j requirement and will'be tracked by Open Item 373/85-07-07(DRP).
;

) No deviations or noncompliarces were identified in this area,
~

i- - 9. Sustained Control Room and Plant Observation
;
!' From approximately 5:30 a.m. (CST) on February 27, 1985 until 9:00 a.m.
|~. on March 1, 1985,;the inspectors conducted a continuous evaluation of

the licensee's control room and plant performance during the shutdown
of Unit 2. This was accomplished as 'a result'of regulatory concerns in'

,i

the area:of operations. The inspectors considered the licensee's
performance to be good in the conduct-of. operations during the period i

of. observation. The inspectors noted, however, several minor areas that.

| could be improved.

These included::

a. The control room panels were noted to be dusty _which, if not
i corrected, could result in the' intrusion 1of the dust into the
I control switches and push buttons. This.could ultimately result
p in failure of the switch to operate.

! tn Control of unnecessary personnel in the control room and their
distracting: influence on~the unit operators continuesLto be a2

problem area. The licensee'is aware of this concern and is
working on long term solutions, i

c.- Personnel were observed wearing hard hats while leaning over control
room panels. The inspector was concerned that a dropped hard hat'

~

'

,

,could damage equipment or cause a unit trip. . ;,
;

. ,

' '

. d..- Poor communication and. lack of coordin'ation of activities between i

licensee personnel was occasionally'noted that caused some confusion
and delays in licensee. activities.c ,

,,

, , < ,>
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'.The;results.'of this evaluation were discussed.with the licensee in a -
~ ; meeting held.on March 1, 1985. The licensee noted the inspector's

icomments and agreed to evaluate methods of improvement in the areas
1

' '' identified. .

:.

D No deviations or noncompliances were identified in this area.

10. Unit Shutdowns.

!
On_ February 28, 1985, the licensee shutdown Unit 2 for a scheduled 64.

}T day outage to perform the 18 month surveillance testing and primary
containment local leak rate testing (LLRT) required by Technical ;

Specifications. .In' addition,1several maintenance items and modifications'

including recirculation pump seal replacement and installation of-

environmentally qualified instrumentation will be1 accomplished. The
inspector noted~ that the Main Feedwater System check _ valves again failed

i. the local leak rate tests and requested evaluation by the Region III
! staff to determine the cause of the continued high failure rate. To
i date, the licensee has identified failure of the feedwater check valves
1 -to pass LLRT. All mainsteam isolation valves successfully passed LLRT.

j. No deviations or noncompliances were identified in this area.
;

| 11. Regional' Site Observation
7

i

I During the inspection period increased observation by Regional Management
j. of LaSalle's performance was conducted. Members of Regional Management

made frequent site visits to observe LaSalle's performance in control
room operations, housekeeping, maintenance, health physics, security,>

i etc.. These regional visits were conducted by the Section-Chief and
Branch Chief responsible for the site and Director for the Division of
Reactor Projects. Exit meetings were held at the end of each visit to
discuss issues which were found during the visit.

12. Regulatory Improvement Program

; On March 7,1985, a quarterly meeting was held in Region III with
: licensee's site and corporate management to discuss the Regulatory!

Improvement Program. The' licensee presented graphic displays of how-,

j effective-the program has been at each of the operating sites. A
special report will be issued to' document this meeting.-(373/85-010;'

j 374/85-010)
4

.13. Open Items
,

| 10 pen items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee,
; .which will be reviewed further by the inspector, and which involve some-
i action un the part of the 'NRC or licensee or both. ' Open-items disclosed

~

dur.ing'the inspection are discussed in Paragraphs 3, 5, and 8.
|
1

|
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14. Exit' Interview-

The inspector met with licensee. representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
throughout'the month and at.the conclusion of the inspection period and
summarized the' scope.and findings of the inspection activities. The
licensee acknowledged. these findings. The inspector also discussed the
.likely informational' contents of the inspection report with regard to
documents-or processes. reviewed by the inspector during the inspection.
The licensee did not identify any such documents or processes as
-proprietary.
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